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DISCLAMER

First and for most when you use this book understand some things use objects in your
mouth or in her body, if you "Lose" Inhale, or Swallow one of these objects you should
stop immediately and ensure you can retrieve it if needed.  Also to use this book you
must show some imagination, we can tell you all the moves, but its up to you to use them
and improvise.  The bottom line is if she says it feels good do it!
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Fun For Her

Aphrodite's Ladder
This is a rather romantic one that requires a flight of stairs.  with her on the 2nds step
from the bottom (adjust to the first or third step based on your height to hers)
"On each of these steps is one of the reasons that I love you. Whenever you like, move
up another step and I will give you another reason. I love you because..." and then give
her your first reason.  From here enter her or orally please her.  She can cum as much as
she wants, but you must last till she makes it to the top of the stair case to successfully
say you claimed Aphrodite's Ladder.

A Taste of Honey
You need honey for this and either of you can perform it well on the other.
Now...honey IS messy, so apply small amounts as drops along her body, bee it her front,
back, or sides and gently lick and kiss it all up off of her body cleaning the honey off of
her body.
When orally pleasing her like this put a drop of honey on the tip of your tongue and go to
work, reapply as needed

Alpha-lick
This is a simple but fun oral trick that women love and always keeps them guessing,
simply use your tongue to do your alphabet from A-Z first lower case then upper case,
with a little practice you will figure out what letters she likes best so you can focus on
them.

Back Wards Missionary
Lay flat on your back, have your girl kneel into you facing your feet and slide your inside,
from here she leans forward and hugs your legs giving her a different way to have control



of the speed and depth of penetration as well as introducing penetration from a different
angle

Between a Cock and a Hard Place
This can be a physically demanding move but its one she will never forget.
Sit on the edge of your bed with your woman standing and facing you, then have her
kneel on your lap and slide you into here.  From here she can sit on your lap and wrap her
legs around your waist as she puts her arms around your neck.
Now you put your hands or arms under her butt for support, stand up, and walk to any
wall you can pin her back against.
and thrust away.

Broken Promise
Cross your middle and index finger and then slowly insert them into the vagina
Then Simply rotate the for arm while thrusting in and out of her with your hand, from
here try and brush your thumb across her clitoris.
Continue until she orgasms

Body Shot - Belly button
Use Peppermint Schnapps and pour a little into her belly button.
Then do any of the following, (refill her with schnapps as needed)

Dip the tip of your tongue into her belly button then trace small circles around one of her
nipples.  Blow on it to enhance the cool feeling.
Lick the Clitoris blowing on it to enhance the cool feeling
Give her oral again blowing on it to enhance the cool feeling

Body Shot - Panty
You will need Wine and a pair of Cotton Panties.
With here wearing the panties, pull on the elastic band at the top of the panties, just
below her belly button. Pour in a little wine and let it soak the front of her panties and
vagina, and then press your lips against the panties over her vagina and clitoris and suck
the wine through the fabric.
Most women press against you or pull your head tight against them when you do this to
them.
Celibate splooge
When spooning with your girl, slide your penis between her legs (but don't enter her)
move the head of the penis so its pressing up against her clitoris. from here thrust as you



normally would in short strokes so the head of your penis keeps catching her clitoris
coming and going.
A good lube may be needed if you are starting with this

Chinese Take Out
You will need a pair of splinter free chopsticks for this one, place each chopstick along
the outer edge of her vaginal lips.  Now use your thumbs to gently roll each fold of skin
around the chopsticks opening her up. (note: some women cannot do this so don't fret if
its your girl try the other 99 tips)
Now that she's opened up, dine

Circling tongue
Did you know most women are more sensitive on one side of their clitoris then the other?
you do know, for this little trick start by putting your tongue at the 12 o'clock position or
top of her clitoris, then bring your tongue down the left side to the bottom of her clitoris
or the 6 o clock, go up and down on this side for about 30 second and then repeat on the
other side, based on her reactions you will know what side should get more attention.
Just remember not to neglect the other side of her clitoris

Cotton Kinky
Have lie on her back with her knees bent and legs slightly apart and take cotton candy
and run it along the length of your woman's body. Brush it against her face and let her
enjoy both the smell and feel of it.

From here you can at your leisure do several things

1. Break off a small piece of cotton candy and place it on the tip of your extended tongue.
Give your woman a deep, long, open-mouthed kiss.
2. Break off another piece and place it on your tongue. Press it to one of your woman's
nipples, then surround it with your mouth.   As you close your mouth, the cotton candy
will dissolve. Gently suck the melted candy from her nipple. Repeat with the other
nipple.
3. Put another piece of cotton candy on your tongue and, this time, press it to your
woman's vagina. Let the combined moisture dissolve the cotton candy in a sugary, tangy
nectar.
NOTE: don't do 3 unless you have a way to deep clean your girls vagina, that type of
cleaning is usually easies and least messy in the shower so move your sex session when
your done
Dirty Drawbridge
Sit in the bed with your legs strait out in front of you, have her kneel as she slides you
into her, with her now on her knees sitting on you, have her lay back so her head is
resting on your ankles or feet.



When thrusting you wont get as much movement as you normally do, but this position
magnifies the sensation due to the angle you are entering her

Fire and Ice
For this you need a cup of crushed ice and a cup of hot coffee or tea (hot as in you can
comfortably chug it and not get burned.
take a bit o "fire" and swish it around in your mouth so your good and hot and go down
for some oral, then get some "ice" in your mouth and get your mouth good and cold, go
back down on her, then switch back and forth between a hot mouth and a cold mouth on
her.

Flickering Candle
You will need a candle for this one
Start by having her lie on her back with her knees bent and legs slightly apart.
Light the candle and place it near your woman's head (not too close). Usually, on
top of the nightstand will do just fine.
If you've got a ceiling fan in your bedroom, turn it on low. Otherwise, any type of fan
that will move the air gently around the candle will do.
Position yourself so you can pleasure your woman orally and see the flame of the
candle at the same time.
As the air swirls around the candle and causes to flame to flicker, duplicate the
movements of the flame with your tongue.
If you like, let your woman know what you're doing so she can anticipate the
movements. It's as if the flame itself is pleasuring her.

Furry Hand cuffs
Furry hand cuffs can be a lot of fun, hand cuff your girls hands behind her back, from
here you two can be as gentle or crazy as your ok with, but it brings a whole new level of
intimacy

G Man
Water based lubricates can help with this.
First gently caress your woman's thighs, stomach, and bikini line (the best way to find out
what pressure is good is to just ask).
Now delicately squeeze the outside of the lips of the vagina one at a time using the thumb
and for finger.
Palm up insert the middle and /or index finger into her vagina and make the "come here"
gesture using these fingers.
Now you can use your thumb to trace circles over her clitoris.
Continue till she cums, squirts, or both (if she squirts don't freak out and do reassure her,
most women have never had a G spot orgasm and will be very confused and unsure of



what this means to you, the short and skinny is she hosed you with pussy juice from the
gland that normally keeps her pussy moist)

Life Saver
You will need lifesavers or any other candy/mint with a hole in it.
With the candy in your mouth spend a minute or 3 getting your girl aroused with kissing
and gentle stimulation with your hands to her nipples and clitoris.
Once the clitoris is erect, move the hood out of the way and with your mouth place the
live saver on her so her clit is sticking up through the middle of the life saver, you may
need to gently suck it into place with your mouth,  once you have it here you can lick it
any way you like or flick your tongue against it rapidly

Grapes of Rapture
Get some seedless grapes and chill them in the fridge, from here she can lay back or sit
(both with her legs spread) and you or she can hold the grapes, as you are kissing, licking,
and nibbling your way up and down the inside of her legs and giving her oral, put a grape
in your mouth (the how I leave to you) you can eat your girl out and push the cold grape
into her pussy for a second or two and then suck it back out of her to eat and swallow the
grape.

Hitchhiking
Ok make the hitchhiking gesture with the closed fist and the thumb sticking straight up,
now apply lubricant to the knuckles, (the ones you knock on a door with)
From here have her lay on her back or sit down with her legs spread maintaining the
hitchhiking gesture, gently touch her clitoris with the knuckle of your forefinger.   Sweep
your wrist upward so that all four knuckles  brush  against  and  stimulate  the  clitoris.
Then,  reverse  the motion so that all four knuckles brush by the clitoris on the down
stroke. Repeat the motion.

Hummer
This is a very simple trick, when giving your girl oral simply hum and let her feeling the
vibrations through your lips, this works very well on her clitoris if you have it between
your lips

Icy Dildo
Simply take a extra strength condom and fill it with water,  Now toss it in the freezer over
night,  Vwala, Ice dildo, now in using this sucker keep in mind its on her to like or dislike



it, if she enjoys it you can start to get creative, but if she doesn't like it you only wasted
one rubber

Lipping It
Have your girl lie on her back with her knees bent and legs slightly apart.
Then put your head between her legs.
Open  your  mouth  about a  half  an  inch  wide and roll  your  lips inward covering
your teeth.
Press your slightly open mouth to your woman's vagina, with the clitoral hood in
between  your  lips. This  is  why  you  need  to  be  freshly  shaven. Stubble  above  or
below  your  lips  becomes  much  more  pronounced when you curl them inward and
would be uncomfortable against your woman's sensitive skin.
Keeping  your  lips  curled,  form  an  airtight  seal  around  the  hood  and gently suck
inward; her clitoris will have no choice but to expose itself.
While maintaining the suction, apply rapid flicks of your tongue to her clitoris. Vary
your tongue movements until you find the combination that she  likes  best. Focus
entirely  on  that  one  until  you've  delivered  a

Loving Lips
Gently pull the hood of the clitoris back exposing it, now lick your lips and catch her
clitoris with your lips, slowly roll your lips into your mouth covering your teeth and as
the same time lift your head until her citreous slips out of your mouth, repeat. and
experiment (don't do this if you have a mustache she may object)

Menthol Lick
Any Menthol Cough Drop will work, simple put it in your mouth and move the drop
around in your mouth, make sure you rub the tongue on the drop, focusing on the tip of
the tongue right before you are done.
Keeping the drop in your mouth lick around the vagina and give the clitoris special
attention, you can stop every now and then and gently blow on her vagina and clitoris to
enhance the cooling sensation.



M&MMMMS
Using you guessed it, M&Ms or any similar candy, give her the bag and turn out the
lights, this is a sex game, she licks the candy so it will stick, and then hides it on her body,
you have to use your mouth and tongue to find it.
N-Ice
You will need an ice cube for this one, its also a great way to bring a girl whose "shy" or
"inexperience" into the fun side of sex
With the ice cube in your mouth you push it forward until just a tip of the ice cube is
sticking out of your mouth.
From here you can...
Gently kiss her all over (never opening your mouth, just small peck kiss's)
Glide the cube over her neck, breasts, stomach, thighs, and legs
Lets Drops of ice water drip on targeted areas Nipples, Clitoris
And get your tongue good and cold to give her a glacial oral experience
Nothing Butt Time
Get a egg timer or some other timing devise that goes "ding"
Now you tell your girl what you want her to do for say 3 minutes, then its here turn to tell
you what she wants for 3 minutes.  If your girl is shy this is a good way to get her to say
what she likes

Patio play
You need to put a patio chair in the up right position
Place the pillows lengthwise directly under the chair.
Pull  the  center-most  straps  apart  and  tape  them  to  the  next-closest straps, creating
an opening in the chair about four or five inches wide.
Have her sit in the chair. Her vagina needs to be directly over the opening that you've
created.
Now get under the chair and lie on the pillows.   Position your mouth directly under
your woman's vagina.   Grip the outermost edges of the chair, pull yourself up and
pleasure your woman orally.
You can continue to do this until she has reached orgasm. Or, after a few minutes,
move on to the next step.
Move yourself so that your penis now lines up with her vagina. Place both of the pillows
underneath your buttocks.
Now just thrust away



Pearl Necklace
Nope this isn't cumming on her neck, use a real pearl necklace, then have your girl spread
her legs while sitting or laying on her back, Position the fingers and thumb of one of
your hands as if giving the
"thumbs up" sign. Hang the pearls off the tip of your thumb.
Now press your thumb against her vagina, just below the clitoris.   Use your other
hand to pull the strand around your thumb up towards her stomach. As you're doing this,
each pearl should be brushing and stimulating your woman's clitoris.
Once you've pulled all the slack from the strand, reach down and pull it again. The
pearls will  simply  loop  back  around,  running  under  your thumb and over your
woman's clitoris again and again.
It's up to you to figure out how fast/slow you should pull the pearls. Once you find the
right speed, you will bring your woman to orgasm fairly quickly.

Pet Pussy
Get your woman naked. Have her lie on her back with her knees bent and legs
slightly apart.
Apply a little lubricant to the backs of both of your hands, including your wrists and
fingertips.
Extend one of your hands, palm down. Curl your fingers inward halfway to the palm.
Place the wrist of that hand against the bottom portion of your woman's vagina.
Using smooth strokes, glide your entire hand, including your fingers, up and over her
vagina and clitoris.
Immediately repeat using  the  other  hand,  performing  the  exact  same motion. It
kind of looks like you're painting a fence; except you're never stroking down -- always
up.

OR



Have your woman get on all fours and perform the same technique from behind her (this
reverses the motion).

Ping Pong
Most girls like the idea of being tied up but get cold feet when its time to do the deed, this
is a simple way to restrain her but leave her the ability to get up and leave when ever she
wants.
Have her lay on her back, and place a ping pong ball in her navel, tell her if the ball
touches the bed its game over.  Now do what ever you want.
2 other rules, if the ball doesn't touch the bed she's still winning,  Oh and you cant rock
the bed, if your gona win you got to rock her world.

Pops-lickle
Take a popsicle (flavor of your choice) and just lightly tease her with it, make it a point to
go a little slow so her skin melts it leaving a tasty trail you can follow and kiss/nibble/lick
up.
You can also tease her pussy lips and clitoris like this, now its a mater of her personal
preference as to if you should insert it into her, if unsure just put in the tip and see her
reaction,  If she likes it spin it clock wise and counter clock wise inside her.
If you don't have a shower with a long hose attachment don't stick more then just the tip
in, if you do have this you can go to town so to speak, just make sure you take her into
the shower to clean up her insides.  Not a place you want sticky candy stuff to stay.
Also use sugar free popsicles to help prevent a yeast infection.

Pop Rockin
Sex is supposed to be both fun and feel good, this trick will probably have you both
grinning,  For this one you get pop rocks or any other exploding candy, simple open the
bag and sprinkle some on your tongue before licking her vagina from bottom to top...or
top to bottom...or in whatever kinky way you dream up, this will leave a trail of popping
candy behind.  You may want to keep a glass of water near by so you can take a sip
before making things pop

Rocking Horse
With you sitting in your bed, your legs straight out in front of you, have your girl facing
you, kneel as she slides you in, once she is comfortable kneeling on top of you, have her



one leg at a time (keeping you inside her) move so she sit in your lap with her legs now
pointed strait out in front of her.
just pull her close and rock back and forth, down worry about thrusting, let the rocking do
all the work

Rose by another name
Simply using a thorn-less rose lightly touch and stroke her body, spin the rose clockwise
and counter clockwise in your hand as you go and use a light VERY LIGHT touch.
You can also take one rose petal and place it on the tip of your finger, gently press the
rose petal into her clitoris and trace the number 8 through the rose petal onto her clitoris
Vary the patterns and pressure until you get the job done

Satin Wrap
For this you will need towels (at least 5) and a satin night shirt, If you can get something
to tie the end with that would be a solid plus too.
The basic idea is you roll a towel up, then another towel is rolled up around the first, keep
layering towels until its the right size for your girl to comfortably lay on and still sort of
be on all fours,  now when you take her from behind, every thrust will move her and rub
her clitoris on the satin sheet.  Its a little work to set up but does the job.

Sex-cycle
For this fun one you just need a washing machine and a load of wet laundry.  After the
washer is done doing its official "washing" chores it goes into the "rinse and spin" cycle,
this is when you can have some fun.  When you hear it kick into spin, seat your girl on it,
spread her legs and go to town.  The combination of her sitting on what is now a giant
venerator mixed with sex with you is always fun for every one
Seltzer
You need the any seltzer that has the medical ingredients removed, Now take it and break
it into 4 pieces, stick one piece inside her vagina going just far enough that it stays in
place,  take a sip of water and let some fall out of your mouth onto her vagina activating
the seltzer tablet.  from here oral it up.  (note: clean up is sort of needed with this one, any
hand held shower head will work here as you can take off the shower head and shoot
water up inside her to clean her out)



Silk Shoe Shine
You need a short and long silk scarf for this one, use the short silk scarf to blindfold
her and have her stand with her legs slightly apart.
Now you stand at your woman's side, facing her.
Gently run the long silk scarf over her body. Let her feel it on her arms, breasts, buttocks
and legs.  After a couple of minutes, place the scarf in between your woman's legs.
Hold one end in front of her, the other behind. So she is straddling the scarf.
Raise both ends of the scarf above your woman's midsection so that the middle barely
touches her clitoris and vagina. Glide the scarf back and forth as if you were "buffing"
this delicate area. The longer your strokes, the better.

Silk Prison
You need two long pieces of silk for this one, simply tie both hands or one hand and one
foot, to the bed posts, this is a good way to both have fun, and build her trust with you in
when in more vulnerable sexual positions.

Sitting Pretty
Stack a few pillows behind your self so your propped up as you lay down on your back,
have her sit on you facing your feet (sliding you inside her of course)  Now have her lean
back supporting her self with her arms and kick her feet out (knees bent) so her feet are
outside your legs.
From here she lifts her self up off you a little bit and you can begin thrusting up into her

Steam Clean
For this you will need a bowl of hot water, two wash cloths, and scissors
Cut the wash cloths so you have a square hole that is about as wide as your hand.
Soak the wash cloths in a the bowl of hot water, wringing one out before you use it.



With her laying on her back, use one hand to push her knees into her chest, with the other
lay the wash cloth on her rotated 45 degrees so it looks like a diamond, adjust its
placement so only her clitoris to her anus is showing.
You can use oral, toys, fingers, or whatever else you two can think up at this point.
After a few minutes change out the wash cloth wringing out the new on and putting the
used one back in the bowl. Repeat

Strawberry slit cake
Before you begin, cut s o m e strawberries into quarter-inch slices from the top down.
Have her lie on her back with her knees bent and legs slightly apart and apply the
whipped topping liberally around the lips of your woman's vagina. Carefully press
the strawberry slices into the whipped topping.
Now using your tongue, gently remove a slice of strawberry and "share" it with her.
Tease her by delicately licking around the vagina and clitoris.
Have fun alternating between eating the strawberries and pleasuring your woman.

Sucker
Using a sucker that you keep wet in your mouth, gently run the smooth head of the sucker
over her pussy lips and vagina, you can also press the sucker against her clitoris and spin
it clock wise and then counter clock wise as you orally please her.
IMPORTANT, suckers get air pockets in them at times when they are made, as the
sucker dissolves these sharp edges will show up from time to time, discard any sucker
that has one of these sharp edges and get a new one

Sunday Drive
You need a car with a sun roof for this, and you should park where no one will see you.
get your girl at least bottomless and have her stand up through the sunroof and lay on the
top of the car, spread her legs and eat her from below.

Tasmanian Jack-knife
Have your girl lay on her side and then bring what ever her top leg is up into her chest,
resting her foot on her knee.
From here you can get very deep inside her and stimulate areas you normally cant reach
inside her.
Triangle
Have her lie on her side.
Now with you standing over her, lift your woman's top leg up, resting her foot on
your midsection.
Now have her extend her other leg out so that it is perpendicular to her body. Next, have
her use the corresponding arm (right leg, right arm) to reach out and hold her knee. She



has now formed a triangle. The three sides of the triangle are: her body, her leg and her
arm.
Place one of your feet inside the triangle. Squat down. The leg that was resting on
your midsection should now be resting on your shoulder.
Enter h e r  a n d  h a v e  f u n .

Twister
Ok we all know how to play "normal" twister, for this one after every spin, you have to
see how you can be intimate in any way your ok with.

Venus Butterfly
Have her lie on her back, her knees bent and legs slightly apart and  apply a little
lubricant to your hands.
Now put your hands together, as if you were saying a prayer. Bend each of your ring
fingers down to the knuckle. All of your other fingers should remain extended.
Now comes the "ladies choice" part of this technique. In the classic Venus
Butterfly, your extended pinkies would be inserted into your woman's anus. or you
simply fold your pinkies over like your ring fingers (it's totally a matter of personal
preference).
Next,  insert your  middle  fingers  into  her  vagina. Your  index  fingers should be
placed on both sides of your woman's clitoris.
Keeping your fingers together, open your palms so that your thumbs are about three
inches apart. Begin to rub your fingers back and forth, as if you were trying to warm
them. When you do this, your hands will resemble a butterfly flapping its wings.

Vineyard Mist
Get your self a sweet tasting wine (not from a box) and a spray bottle, not one that has
ever had cleaning products, insecticides, or other toxic material inside it.
Show her the spray bottle and demonstrate its wine, spray a little into your mouth, and
hers so she sort of knows what's up,  Then put it on the mist setting and just mist a spot
on her body and follow up with your mouth, and what ever you cant get with kiss's lick
up with your tongue.  As to what parts of her body become wine country, I leave to you.

Wall Walking



Have your woman lay on her back at the edge of the bed, from her put her feet on your
shoulders as you enter her.
Now simply have her put her feet on your chest, as she "walks" up and down your chest it
will change the angle of penetration inside her, she can now move to what feels best and
enjoy her self

Wet-Works
You will need any hand held shower massager,
When the two of you are in the shower use the shower massager to stroke and caress the
inner thighs and bikini line.
With the free hand gently move the hood over the clitoris out of the way and use the
massager to shoot jets of water at her clitoris making sure the water isn't too hot/cold or
forceful

Whipped Cream Delight
You need NON DARY...I cannot stress this enough, you need Non-dairy whipped cream,
as dairy whipped cream will emit a sour milk smell after its been on the body for a few
minutes.
Apply non dairy whipped cream to her navel, nipples, bikini line, clitoris and vagina.
From here simply lick her clean.
Clean up can be a mess so don't do this unless you have a detachable shower head with
long hose attachment so you can clean them hard to reach places inside her pussy (you do
NOT want food going bad in there, that and this leads to great shower sex after)



Fun For Him

Ally Cat
Lie down on the bed on your stomach.
Place both pillows under your hips, stacked one on top of the other. This positions your
vagina in the air and gives your man a g r e a t  view of the fun. It also provides for
a deep and satisfying amount of penetration.
Have him enter you from behind and begin thrusting and enjoy.

Altoids
This is a simple fun one,  put a altoid in your mouth and from here . every now and then
you can stop and exhale or blow onto his penis every now and then to enhance the
cooling

Beddy Bye
For this position have you man sit on the edge of the bed, then lay back onto the bed with
his feet still touching the floor.  Climb on top and slide him in,  From here you on top can
control the speed and depth, and still leave him the freedom to thrust up into you as much
as he likes.

Blueberry Swirl
This is a simple fun one men love, simply put 3 to 6 blue berries in your mouth before
you give you man oral.  Some men like the blue berries warm, other prefer cold, so
experiment and see what you two like best.

Business blowout
This is a good way to keep your man up as long as you like. Once your man is erect, take
his business tie and wrap it around the base of his penis so the knot is on the bottom of
his shaft and put the ends around your hands.  Test this by telling him you are going to
pull the ends, his job is to tell you when it becomes to tight or uncomfortable. Make a



mental note of how tight you can pull without hurting him, that's important.  Now when
you pleasure him orally, virginally, or with anal pleasure, when you feel he is about to
climax, or he tells you he is about to cum.  At that moment stop moving for 5 or 10
seconds and pull the ends of the tie.   Now you can go back to what ever you two where
doing until you need to tighten the tie again.

Breakfast in Bed
Get yourself a cinnobun or similar twisty pastry,  you may want to get rid of the outer
most part as its usually brittle and a little crumbly and wont do well in this.
Heating it up and then unwrap it, when your man is good and erect wrap it around his
shaft from base to tip, and enjoy hearing him groan and seeing his toes curl as you enjoy
a good breakfast pastry, its even got a cream center.

Candy Cane
Have your man stand with you on your knees, take any candy cane and unwrap it, lick it
all over so its wet and sticky, now turn it over so the candy cane looks like a "J"  no
hands can touch his penis for this game, use the candy cain to lift him up into your mouth
sliding the candy cain up and down his shaft and use you oral play with him, Ill leave the
rest up to your imagination.

Chocolate Cherries
Take a chocolate-covered cherry and turn it upside-down, now bite off the flat portion or
bottom. You should now have a chocolate "wafer" in your mouth, and be holding a
chocolate cup filled with juice and a cherry.
Bite the wafer into halves and set one half on each of his nipples.
Hold the cup above your man's legs and tilt it so that the juice drizzles onto his inner
thighs. Do not let the cherry fall out.
Using your mouth and tongue, slowly lick the juice off your man's thighs. He will find
this incredibly arousing.
Now place the cherry in your mouth. Give your man a deep, long, passionate kiss
pushing the cherry into his mouth.
By now, the chocolate on his nipples should be soft. Using your mouth and tongue, suck
and lick it away from each nipple.
Finally, turn the chocolate cup over and place it on the head of his penis. Pleasure him
orally.

Chocolate covered Penis
For this one you need "hard shell" chocolate ice cream topping.  Take a condom and fill it
with water so its girth is a touch bigger then your man when fully erect, toss it in the
freezer and let it chill.  Now take it out of the freezer and using a stick of butter coat the
outside of the condom. Pour on the hard shell chocolate and let it harden, from here you



can some times just pull the condom out of the hard shell you made, other wise, cut the
back of the condom and let it melt and drain, this will cause the condom to shrink leaving
you with just the hard shell.
When giving your man oral, slip it on him and enjoy

Chocolate treats
Take a cup and fill it with chocolate, oh and lay a towel down on the bed, this can get
messy!  Now you have you man lay back in bed and dip his penis or tentacles into the
chocolate and lick, kiss, bite(gently now!) and other wise give him a good oral clean,
repeat till he gives up his white chocolate

Deeper Impact
If your man is a touch to long and thick for you, try this one, and if he's not, it will still
get his attention.
put two pillows (or more) on the floor next to the bed, as your making love, get on your
back and slide the top half of your body off the bed so your head and maybe even your
shoulders are on the pillows with your bottom half still on the bed.
Not only does this leave you in a vulnerable position he cant resist, it stretches you out
inside letting you take all of him in if he's a little to long for your normally.

Dory-Hole
Have you guy remove the door knob and all its guts from any door in the house (make
sure it has no splitters in the hole!),  You want him on the side of the door that opens into
the room as he's about to be pushing up against that door reaaaaly hard.  Get him erect
and close the door, you on one side, him on the other.  Tell him to stick his shaft through
the hole and enjoy your in house glory hole

Down Under
Run hot water over the washcloth until it is completely saturated. Wring it out.
Fold the washcloth in half one way, then in thirds the other way. You should now
have a steaming rectangle.
Have your guy lie on his back with his legs wide apart. Position yourself between your
man's legs and run the washcloth down his penis, over to his testicles and, finally,
to his perineum -- the area between his testicles and anus.
Press the washcloth firmly against this area and let the moist heat relax your man as
your play with him



Frozen Jewels
This little trick can give you man a much stronger orgasm then he normally feels.  have
one or two ice cubes in your free hand as your giving him oral sex, you can also do this if
as you are having vaginal sex you can still reach his testicles with ease.  When he tells
you he's about to cum cup his balls in both hands pressing the ice up to his nuts.  Ya he
will jump a little as he cums (usually) but that's a good thing

Fruit Roll up
Once you get your guy good and erect, take a fruit roll up and wrap it firmly around his
penis from the base of his shaft to the tip.  As you suck on him your saliva will dissolve
the fruit roll up  exposing your mans penis, you can also speed things up by nibbling bits
of the fruit roll up away.

Grape Catapult
This is just plain fun and will have you two laughing for hours afterwards,  First you need
some grapes, and to get your man good and erect, from here have him lay back.  You can
lay on his legs resting your head in between your man's knees.
Have him pick a grape from the bunch and, using his index finger, hold it against the
underside of his penis. Your man should now press with his finger, pulling his erect
penis back against his stomach. Have him remove his finger, causing his penis to spring
forward, launching the grape toward you. Move your head so that you catch the grape in
your mouth. It will undoubtedly take a few tries until you both get an idea of where the
grape is actually going to go. This is part of the fun.

Hummingbird
A very simple but effective trick, hum a song while you pleasure him orally, Note that
lower vibrations will do more to drive him crazy but play around with your man and find
out what works best.

Ice Cream
This is a some what messy but very fun one. With ice cream in your mouth, simple
please your man with oral. Use your tongue to push the ice cream to the front of your
mouth, touching the head of h i s penis with the ice cream, and slowly tracing circles
around it. As the ice cream begins to melt, take more of him into your mouth.  You can
also use your tongue to lick any drops of melted ice cream that have run down his penis
and onto his testicles



Ice Cream You Cream
Bite off the bottom of the cone, Making a hole wide enough for his penis to fit through.
Now insert his penis through the bottom of the cone, Fill the cone with ice cream or a
whipped topping. Now lick and nibble away. Making sure there are no sharp bits of
cone in your mouth, pleasure him orally. Keep nibbling the cone, licking the whipped
topping and pleasuring your man orally until the cone is completely gone

In Line roller blading
Wear nothing but roller blades, and you may need a large non carpeted area, let your man
take you from behind, from here any cum from behind position is good and as he thrusts
into you, you will move forward.

Jell-oh!
You need a jello shooter for this one, take a spoon and core out a small portion in the
middle of the shooter. Turn the shooter up side down and put it on the head of his penis.
Once you remove the paper cup you can take the entire shooter into your mouth.  As the
gelatin breaks up don't swallow, just pleasure your man orally.

Kinky Clock
Sit beside your man, facing him. Use your hands to caress his penis, testicles and inner
thighs. Once he is erect, grip the shaft of his penis with one of your hands and give him
one quick up-and-down stroke (you  should  be  gripping  his penis firmly enough so that
his skin moves along with your hand). The clock has struck one. Go back to the gentle
caresses for another fifteen seconds, then give his penis two up-and-down strokes. The
clock has struck two. Do the same thing again, except this time give him three strokes,
and so on. When your man feels that he is on the brink of orgasm, he has to say the word
"Cuckoo." At that point give him as many strokes as it takes to put

Licorice Lasso
Take one length of licorice and tie his right wrist to the bedpost. Do the same with his
left.
Kiss, lick, stroke and generally tease your man.
When his penis is erect, tie another strand of licorice around it.
Pull on the licorice whip to guide your man's penis into your mouth. Pleasure him
orally.

Lounge Lizard



Take a patio chair and adjust the back so it lays flat.  Now pull the center most straps of
the patio chair apart and tape them to the straps next to them.  this will make a hole 4 or 5
inches wide, have your man lay on the patio chair face down with his penis dangling
through the opening.  Place two pillows length wise under the lounge chair, this way you
can lay under the lounge chair and pleasure your man orally.

Man Bike
Apply a small amount of lubricant to you hands and rub them together to warm up the
lube.
Now using the hand nearest your man's body, grasp his erect penis. Hold it like
you would hold a handle bar.   Flex your wrist up and down as if you were "revving"
the throttle on a motorcycle.
When his penis is fully erect, add your other hand.   Flex your wrists in opposite
directions (when you flex your left wrist up, flex your right wrist down and vice-versa).

Mr Butterworth
Your man will love this one apply a small amount of syrup to his penis and inner thighs
and using your tongue start to lick the syrup up, going from his thighs in to her penis and
scrotum

One Fingered Parrot
This is a great way to learn what your man really likes and mess with him at the same
time.  Get him to lay on his back and lie down between his legs.  reach up with one hand
extending a finger and rest it right in front of his mouth and keep it there.
Now what ever he does to your finger you do to his penis, If he asks what's up don't say
anything, just smile and wag the finger at him to refocus his attention. Once he finally
DOES figure out what's going on, watch out he's going to go crazy with his new found
power.

One Man Pillow
Another fun and simple position, have your man lay on his back and get good and
comfortable (if your a cock lover he may end up sleeping in this position a lot)  lay down
next to him so that you are both on your side, and comfortably able to rest your head on
his stomach while keeping his penis in your mouth.
No more sore necks for you girl! just grab a leg and enjoy, I'm sure he will, and if he ever
gives ya any lip, just threaten to "fluff" your new pillow



Palming
Sit in between your man's legs, "Indian-style."  and place a small amount of lube in the
center of one of your palms. Using your other hand, grasp the shaft of your man's
penis. Only the head should be sticking out above your hand. Using the lubricated
hand with the hand flat, palm down, and rub the head of your man's penis in a clockwise,
circular motion. As you form a circle around the head, turn your wrist slightly,
stimulating the sides of the head as well as the tip.After about a minute, reverse your
direction to counterclockwise.
Continue making circles, reversing every so often.

Peachy Passion
Take a peach and but it into a thin slice about a half inch thick, then remove the pit
leaving you with a peach ring,  When your man is good and hard slide the peach ring
down to the base of his shaft, As your pleasing your man with oral keep rotating the
peach ring around his shaft and sliding it up and down his shaft with your hand.  The
juices will keep dripping down his shaft giving you a tasty treat until you can extract his
tasty nectar

Pearls pleasure
When you man has a fully erect penis, take a pearl necklace and wrap it gently around his
penis, leaving the head or glands exposed, from her you can take his shaft(and pearls) in
hand, as you pleasure him by hand the beads should glide over his penis.

Penis Paste
Brush your teeth and spit out the excess but don't rinse, now if you give him oral in the
next 10 or so minutes you'll leave him tingling with the same minty freshness you just
experienced, oral hygiene may never be the same again for you two after this one

Pillow Talk



Hers a fun one that's simple and easy to do.  When laying on your back, simply put one or
two pillows under the small of your back, this will arch your back letting him go good
and deep with out bottoming you out (assuming he is a little long for you normally.  As
he's atop you thrusting in, this position uses his body weight to put more pressure on your
abdomen so you will both feel him moving around inside you a lot more as well
Pop the Cork
This is a very simple one to do, simply take a sip of champagne keeping it in your mouth
and then take your mans penis into your mouth (again with out spilling any)  Now as you
give him oral swish the champagne around in your mouth.
Porch of Passion
If you are able to, adjust the height of the porch swing so that the seat is even with the
height of his penis. Sit in the porch swing and move forward so that your vagina is
even with the edge of the seat. Once he's inside you raise your legs up and let them rest
on his shoulders. Have your man grasp the edge of the swing with his hands and rock you
back and forth on his penis. This is incredibly relaxing and makes for a wonderful
orgasm.

Priming His Pump
Have your man lay or stand in any way you have easy access to his testicles and shaft,
gently take his testicles into your mouth and lightly flick them with your tongue,  While
doing this manual pleasure you  man with your hands.  Its a simple move but builds him
up to cum while being easy on you.

Priority Male
This is a fun one to help you figure out what he likes, have him take 4 postage stamps
that are all connected, and on his flaccid penis he should moisten and attack them to the
tip and base of the shaft.
From here you have to give him a full erection to break the stamps without touching his
penis as fast as you can.

Ring Ding
If you want to master your mans penis and make him cum as fast or as slow as you want,
here is what you do, while keeping just the head of his penis in your mouth use your
hands to make the "ok" gesture around the middle of his shaft, slide one hand down to the
base and the other up to your lips, then move both hands back to the center of his shaft.  It
will take some trial and error but you will learn the best speed for your man.  if you have
long finger nails make sure you try to drag your nails lightly through his pubic hair on the
way down and up, you can also close the "ok" into a fist like you would use if you are
jacking your man off and then back into the "ok" as you move your hands and have room
to switch to a full fist.



Rope Pull
This is a time tested trick that's been done for centuries,  apply lube to your hands and
then rub your hands together to get the lube all good and warmed up, now take his erect
penis in hand and pull down towards yourself, as soon as the first hand slips off his penis
repeat with the second hand going back and forth. depending on if your sitting standing
and one the position he is in, palms down is usually more comfortably for you and your
wrists. You may also want a towel down for this one, or be in close to take a body shot
from him when you win this little game.
Sensual Sweater
With a sweater on have you guy lie on his back with his legs slightly apart. Pull one
sleeve down so that it covers your hand and brush your sweater-covered hand lightly
against h i s testicles. After a minute or so wrap your hand around his penis and
pleasure him with both hands. Then, since you probably want to keep your sweater
clean, place your mouth over his penis

Singapore Slammer
Lay on the bed on your back, letting your head hang off, and have your man walk up to
you so you can suck on him, he will naturally want to thrust into your mouth.  Like this
your throat will be more relaxed so you can usually comfortably let him, to prevent him
from going to deep, simple form the "OK" gesture with your hands and put them over
your lips.

Swan Princess
This is a fun one that your man will never forget, it may finish him off quick as its not
only physically stimulating but you give him a great  view too!
Start by layering pillows on the bed pressed up against the head board, have your man sit
in the bed laying back on the pillows with his legs strait out, it should look like he's
reading in bed.
From here straddle his lip and lower your self onto her penis, once your sitting on his lap
with him inside you, lean back resting on your hands, they should be about where here
knees are.  Now one at a time, place your feed on the head board over his shoulders.
Bracing your self with your hands move your self up and down on your mans penis.

Taster's Trials
This is a fun game you two can play, have a bag of different candies, lick them and then
rub one on your nipple, your mans job is to taste it and guess what it is, if he gets it write
he gets you, if her gets it wrong you get him.

Tea Time
Kneel down in front of your man and take a sip of tea. Do not swallow it. Press your
closed lips against the head of his penis and quickly take it



into your mouth (try not to allow any of the tea to escape).
Keep your head still for about fifteen seconds, allowing your man to fully experience
the heating sensation.
Pleasure your man orally, take additional sips of tea as needed.

Tongue Type Writer
Lie on your stomach beside your man, facing him. Using your index finger, press
the head of your man's penis against his stomach. Gently fondle his testicles with your
other hand.
Starting at the base of his shaft, flick your tongue back and forth along the exposed
underside of your man's penis.   Slowly move upward until you reach the head of his
penis (your tongue should feel like the small keys of a typewriter typing away at paper).
Once you reach the head, quickly run your flattened tongue back down the shaft in a
single, long stroke. That's the carriage return.

Twiddling Twaddling
You know how when you interlock your fingers, you can twiddle your thumbs, you know
where your thumbs are effectively chasing each other in circles?  Ok, have you man lay
down legs spread, its more comfortable for you if you sit Indian style between his legs.
Apply lube to your hands, interlock your fingers and grasp his shaft so your thumbs are
on the base of his shaft and interlocked fingers above,  now simply twiddle away.
You can also do this in reverse if your sitting on his face letting him thank you back for
this fun little trick.

Waterbed Olympics
If you have a water bed you can give this one a shot, start by striping the sheets off the
water bed, from here you and you man should get in the center of the water bed together
with a big bottle O lube and start playing with each other as you rube the lubricant onto
each other (cover your whole body and his with lube)  As you get more and more greased
up and get into sex you will be slipping and sliding all over the place, making for a very
playful nigh of sex and play.

Wonder Bar
Have him stand underneath a chin-up bar. Kneel down in front of him and tell him that,
when he feels he's about to cum, he should lift his legs off the ground and try to raise his
head above the bar. As soon as his legs start to come off the ground, stimulate your man's
penis only with your hands.   This will make it easier for you to follow his body upward.
Keep stimulating him until he cums.


